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I.

DECISION AND/OR DETERMINATION BEING APPEALED

14

Appellant STCA, LLC & STC JV1, LLC (“STCA”), by and through its attorneys

15

Duana T. Koloušková and Dean Williams of Johns Monroe Mitsunaga Koloušková, PLLC,

16

and T. Ryan Durkan and Stephen H. Roos of Hillis Clark Martin & Peterson P.S., hereby

17

files this Appeal of the Director of Community Development of the City of Sammamish

18

Findings/Conclusions/Decision, dated November 13, 2020, denying STCA’s UZDP for the

19

Sammamish Town Center SW Quadrant (hereafter the “Decision”). A copy of the Decision

20

is attached hereto as Appendix A.

21

II.

22
23
24
25

INTRODUCTION

This is an appeal of the Decision’s denial of STCA’s application for approval of a
Unified Zone Development Plan (UZDP) application for a mixed-use community in the
Sammamish Town Center. The project includes 300 apartment units and 48 townhomes
(including 77 affordable housing units), along with 82,000 square feet of commercial space.
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1

After a year-long review process, but only a single round of Department comments, the

2

Department abruptly and unexpectedly denied the UZDP, cutting short what had been a

3

productive process that was proceeding in accordance with what the Code intends to be an

4

iterative and collaborative process between the Department and applicant. Without prior

5

notice to STCA, the Department unilaterally terminated that review process, issued the

6

UZDP denial, changed the type of review process (from Type 3 to Type 2), improperly

7

declined to make a SEPA determination, and abruptly ceased its review of the companion

8

plat and binding site plan applications. All of these actions were unlawful, improper and

9

inconsistent with Sammamish Municipal Code, both substantively and procedurally. STCA

10

respectfully requests the Hearing Examiner reverse the Decision and remand for further

11

processing consistent with his instructions.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

III.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

It is necessary to provide a more detailed factual background regarding STCA’s
UZDP application than might ordinarily be the case in a Statement of Appeal in order to put
the issues in this appeal in their full context, including the steps City staff took, without prior
notice to STCA, to issue a Denial rather than a second round of review comments on the
UZDP application.

19

A. City Adopts Town Center Plan as Smart-Growth Plan to Accommodate
Future Residential Housing Needs and Affordable Housing.

20

In 2008, after a several-year development moratorium was invalidated by the Growth

21

Management Hearings Board, the Sammamish City Council adopted a Sammamish Town

22

Center Plan as a Sub-Area Plan of its Comprehensive Plan. Reflecting years of input from

23

planning experts, citizens, and the development community, the Town Center Plan covers an

24

approximately 226-acre area, including an approximately 108-acre area (exclusive of City

25

property) west of 228th Avenue SE, north and south of SE 4th Street. The Plan represents an
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1

innovative effort to direct growth to a higher-density, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly area of

2

the City in a manner that will create a “new heart of the City.”

3

A key component of the Plan is the creation of a range of housing choices, including

4

townhouses and apartment units, as an alternative to the single-family subdivisions that

5

characterize most of the City outside the Town Center. Under the City’s Comprehensive Plan

6

(2015), the Town Center is slated to accommodate approximately 2,000 of the 4,640 new

7

residential units planned for the planning period ending in 2035. The Town Center is also

8

designated to accommodate virtually all of the City’s multi-family and affordable housing.

9

B.

STCA Achieves Necessary Aggregation of Property.

10

The Town Center Plan recognized that a principal challenge to its implementation

11

was the patchwork configuration of parcels owned by different property owners within the

12

Town Center boundaries. The Town Center Infrastructure Plan, adopted two years after the

13

Town Center Plan and applicable to the designated Town Center (TC) A-1 zone (aka the

14

“Core Mixed-Use Area”) likewise noted that the development of this core area in particular

15

would “require the assembly of land currently under various ownerships.” The inability to

16

achieve this aggregation was one of the primary reasons the Town Center remained largely

17

undeveloped for years after the adoption of the Town Center Plan.

18

Starting in approximately 2015 in reliance on the plan, STCA worked to accomplish

19

the necessary aggregation to allow the Town Center to come to fruition on a broader scale,

20

including development in the A-1 zone. STCA now owns or controls over 85 acres of the

21

property within the various Town Center zoning districts.

22

C.

23

STCA was successful in aggregating the necessary property to undertake a

24

coordinated development plan as envisioned in the Town Center Plan. STCA, however, was

25

unable to move forward with permit applications due to a series of actions the City Council

Moratoria and New Concurrency Standards Delay Applications.
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1

took between October 2017 and June 2019. These actions involved successive moratoria

2

followed by the enactment of transportation concurrency standards that were eventually

3

deemed invalid by the Growth Management Hearings Board. STCA was able to obtain an

4

exemption from the moratoria by agreeing to a Memorandum of Understanding with the City

5

in November 2018 that limited the allowable initial density of the Town Center development.

6

Even with the MOU, however, STCA was still unable to proceed with the allowed

7

first phase of development due to the City Council’s adoption of new, unprecedented

8

“volume-to-capacity” (V/C) concurrency standards in November 2018. These standards

9

created an existing concurrency failure on certain north segments of Sahalee Way that

10

effectively precluded the issuance of a concurrency certificate if a proposed project would

11

add even a single car trip to north Sahalee Way in the AM peak hour. Thus, even with the

12

MOU, STCA (like other prospective applicants) was unable to obtain the concurrency

13

certificate that is a prerequisite of a complete permit application.

14

D.

15

At the recommendation of City staff at the time, the City Council finally adopted a

16

Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) in June 2019 to address the concurrency failures

17

created by the new V/C standards. It did so by adding certain future capital improvements to

18

Sahalee Way and/or 228th Avenue SE to the TIP. Although the increased capacity created by

19

the TIP improvements was modest, it was enough to allow STCA to obtain its concurrency

20

certificate for the current proposal in August 2019. With issuance of this concurrency

21

certificate, STCA was able to move forward with the development permit applications,

22

including the UZDP approval that is at issue in this appeal.

STCA Obtains Concurrency Certificate.

23

The application process that occurred following the issuance of the concurrency

24

certificates is discussed below. However, it is important to note as an initial matter that the

25

review of these applications occurred within an environment of hostility to development
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1

within the City, starting with the City Council’s adoption of the first development

2

moratorium in October 2017 and intensifying through 2020. Three actions are illustrative.

3

•

Changes to Concurrency Testing. Upon learning that STCA had received a

4

concurrency certificate, the City Council immediately set a date for a Special Meeting

5

just days later to question City staff about concurrency. Although City staff and the

6

City Attorney at the time explained that the concurrency certificate had been duly and
properly issued, the City Council adopted a motion prohibiting staff from running any

7

further concurrency tests that assumed certain of the Sahalee Way road improvements

8

included in the June 2019 Transportation Improvement Plan. The effect of the City’s

9

motion was that the City was again unable to issue concurrency certificates for a new

10

development that would add any vehicle trips to north Sahalee Way in the AM peak

11
12

hour.
•

New Moratorium. After the Growth Management Hearings Board invalidated the

13

City’s V/C concurrency standards due to violations of the GMA and the State

14

Environmental Policy Act, the City Council responded by immediately enacting

15

another development moratorium, first on development broadly, and then on the
issuance of any further concurrency certificates, while it undertook another process to

16

change its concurrency standards. This moratorium remains in effect; although it does

17

not affect the proposal at issue in this appeal (which vested prior to the moratorium),

18

it precludes the issuance of concurrency certificates for any new permit applications

19
20

for private development in the City of Sammamish, including the Town Center.
•

No-Growth Directive. On November 2, 2020, following a presentation by the King

21

County planning staff regarding potential new growth targets as part of the update of

22

King County-Wide Planning Policies, the City Council directed its Planning Director

23
24

to take the position in negotiations with the County and other cities and towns that the
City’s growth target for the 2019-2044 planning period should be zero.

25
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1

In short, other than an approximately two-month period between mid-June and late

2

August 2019--when STCA was able to pass concurrency and obtain its concurrency

3

certificate for the current project--the City Council’s actions have largely shut down the City

4

to further development permit applications for over three years. And the City Council has

5

now instructed its Community Development Director to take the position that it should not

6

receive any growth target that would require additional housing for the next 25 years. The

7

Council issued this directive 11 days before the Director signed the UZDP denial at issue in

8

this appeal.

9

It should also be noted that during this period of increasing antipathy to managed

10

growth and development, the City has also experienced unprecedented staff turnover,

11

including the termination of two City Managers, the departure of a Community Development

12

Director, the departure of a Public Works Director, and the departure of the City’s Traffic

13

Engineer, among others.

14

STCA believes it is important for the Hearing Examiner to understand that this is the

15

context in which STCA’s current UZDP application and companion applications were

16

reviewed.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

E.

STCA Submits Permit Applications.

After completing the pre-application process in May 2019, and obtaining the requisite
concurrency certificate in August 2019, STCA along with its development partner STC JV 1,
filed an expensive and detailed set of permit applications for its 1st phase of development in
the Town Center’s TC-A1 zone. The proposed development was within the cap set in the
2018 MOU, and included 300 apartment units and 48 townhomes, along with 82,000 square
feet of ground-level commercial space below the apartment units. Critically, the proposal
included 77 residential units that would be reserved as affordable housing to address the
critical need for that type of housing in the City. The applications included a Unified Zone
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1

Development Plan (UZDP) application as required for development in TC-A1 zone, and two

2

companion applications, a preliminary plat application to create the residential lots and a

3

binding site plan application to create the commercial lots. 1 The applications reflected the

4

work of a highly experienced team of consultants, engineers, and planners, including Core

5

Design (civil engineering), Coughlin Porter Lundeen (civil engineering), the Transpo Group

6

(traffic and transportation), Wetland Resources (wetlands), and Shook Kelley (a nationally-

7

recognized town center planning team).

8

The UZDP is a unique type of entitlement in the City’s Development Code,

9

applicable only to projects proposed in one of the Town Center’s TC-A zones (or certain

10

combined TC-A/B projects). The UZDP process is envisioned as a more collaborative and

11

iterative process between the applicant and City staff than is the case with other types of

12

entitlements. In part this is because the “planning principles” that a UZDP proposal is

13

intended to incorporate are phrased in extremely broad and general terms.

14

specifically contemplates flexibility in the application of these principles, noting that the use

15

of the word “should” throughout is intended “to allow the City and the proponent flexibility

16

to achieve the Town Center’s Plan’s and these [planning] principles’ objectives through other

17

means than those specified” in the identified principles. See SMC 21B.95.050. The process is

18

thus intended to include substantial dialogue, even collaboration. SMC 21B.95.030(4) (“Staff

19

will continue to review [the UZDP application] as needed to ensure the UZDP meets

20

applicable standards.”). Uniquely, the intended outcome of the iterative UZDP process is not

21

identified as a “permit” but rather an “agreement between the applicant and the City

22

describing the terms under which permits will be reviewed.” SMC 21B.95.070. The UZDP

The Code

23
24
25

1

At the same time, STCA sought preliminary plat approval for townhomes and single-family homes in the TCB and TC-C zones west of the TC-A1 zone. Those applications remain under City review and are not at issue in
this appeal.
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1

process is emphatically not intended to be a “gotcha” process, where even minor matters that

2

could be easily corrected or clarified, or handled through a condition, are instead made a

3

basis for denial.

4

The Department deemed the UZDP and companion applications complete in a letter

5

dated November 27, 2019 and issued a Notice of Application on December 2, 2019 for all

6

three TC-A zone applications. In addition to deeming the applications complete, the

7

Department made two key additional determinations. First, the Letter of Completion stated

8

that the UZDP, preliminary plat application, and binding site application would be bundled

9

for permit processing, and thus all three applications, including the UZDP, would be

10

reviewed through a Type 3 permit process. This means a staff recommendation to the

11

Hearing Examiner, and then a final decision by the Hearing Examiner. Second, the Notice of

12

Application stated that the Department anticipated issuing a Determination of Non-

13

Significance (DNS) under SEPA. In so doing, it referenced the Final EIS that had been

14

prepared for the Town Center Plan in 2008. That EIS described the adoption of the Town

15

Center Sub-Area Plan as a non-project action and outlined a process for phased review, with

16

individual threshold determinations for future projects. In accordance with that process, the

17

other three UZDP applications approved by the City to date (all prior to the moratoria that

18

started in 2017) received determinations of non-significance.

19

F.

20
21
22
23
24
25

STCA Responds to 1st Round of Review Comments.

The Department issued its first round of review comments on the UZDP and other
applications on March 10, 2020 and imposed a deadline of June 8, 2020 for a response. On
April 7, STCA requested an extension of time to respond in light of the growing challenges
posed by the COVID-19 situation and all private businesses were required whenever possible
to work remotely. The Department waited three weeks and then rejected that request on April
28.
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1

STCA submitted a second request for an extension on May 21. By June 2--just six

2

days before the June 8 deadline--STCA had still not received a response to this second

3

extension request. STCA submitted a modified request on June 2 for simply a two-week

4

extension. The Department granted that 3rd request on June 3.

5

On June 22, 2020, STCA submitted its responses to the Department’s 1st round of

6

review comments. The response included a lengthy Response Matrix regarding the public

7

and Department comments received on the initial applications, and provided dozens of pages

8

of revised plans and drawings, and additional 3-D renderings and illustrations. Each of the

9

Department’s first round of review comments was noted and addressed. STCA made a

10

number of project modifications in response to Department comments. The key

11

modifications were summarized in a 7-page cover letter that closed in a positive manner with

12

an invitation for further dialogue and discussion:

13
14
15
16

Our team has worked hard to address the City staff’s comments, and believes the
revisions reflected in Response Matrix and revised Plans strengthen the overall
proposal, in keeping with the City’s overall vision for this part of the Southwest
Quadrant of the Town Center. We are very excited to be moving forward.

18

We would be happy to meet with you to discuss any questions or concerns you have
as you review the attached materials. We believe the opportunity to have a couple inperson or video conference meetings together may be a helpful process to resolve any
remaining issues.

19

G.

20

The Department determined the revised materials complete for further processing in a

21

Second Letter of Completion dated July 13, 2020. Among other things, this Letter stated that

22

the UZDP, Preliminary Plat, and Binding Site applications “will be processed as a Type 3

23

land use permit decision” which would require preparation of three “separate Staff

24

Recommendations to the Hearing Examiner.” The Department issued a second Notice of

25

Application on July 20, 2020 and another opportunity for public comment. The Notice stated

17

Department Issues Unexpected Final Decision and UZDP Denial.
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1

that it anticipated issuing its next round of review letters within 60 days and reiterated that

2

the Department would follow a bundled Type 3 process for all three applications. In short, all

3

appeared on track for continued processing of the applications.

4

Despite STCA’s invitation noted above, the Department initiated no further

5

communications with the Applicant until an e-mail (and letter) dated September 30th, 19 days

6

after the expiration of the anticipated 60-day time period for the 2nd round of review

7

comments. The e-mail and later a follow-up “Notice of Extended Review” dated October 8th

8

advised STCA that the Department would be unable to complete its review of STCA’s 1st

9

round of comments within the anticipated 60 days. It provided a new target date of

10

November 13th. The only explanation the Department provided for the additional time

11

beyond the previous 60-day estimate was “the complex nature of the development proposal”

12

and the volume of Department and public comments (even though only three public

13

comments were received on the June re-submittal). These were among the reasons that the

14

Department had cited in its July Notice for the 60-day time period. Although the extension

15

was longer than anticipated, STCA had no indication from the Department’s e-mail or

16

October 8th Notice that what was coming on November 13th would be anything other than a

17

second round of review comments, that the review process would be anything other than

18

Type 3, or that the eventual threshold determination would be anything other than a DNS as

19

had occurred with other UZDP projects. Accordingly, STCA, in an effort to work with the

20

Department towards a productive outcome, raised no objection to the extension.

21

Other than an invoice for payment on November 9th, STCA heard nothing further

22

from City staff regarding the UZDP and companion applications until the November 13th

23

UZDP Decision. Only then did STCA learn that the Department had taken the five months

24

since receipt of STCA’s June re-submittal not to work on a 2nd round of review comments or

25

initiate any further communication with the Applicant to discuss any concerns (as it had been
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1

specifically invited to do in STCA’s June letter), but instead to issue the unexpected denial

2

challenged in this appeal.

3
4

The Department issued a Type 2 decision rather than a Type 3 recommendation as it
had stated it would do in prior communications.

5

Moreover, it declined to issue a SEPA threshold determination and ceased further

6

review of the companion binding site plan and preliminary plat, thus leaving those two

7

applications without a staff recommendation to the Hearing Examiner.

8

None of these steps were discussed with the Applicant at any point in time in advance

9

of the November 13th decision, even though the applications had been under review for

10

nearly a full year. Indeed, ever since it received STCA’s materials on June 22, 2020 in

11

response to the 1st round of comments, the Department did not undertake any

12

communication with STCA to discuss any substantive aspect of the UZDP application and

13

companion applications. This is what the Department did despite the mandate that “Staff will

14

continue to review [the UZDP application] as needed to ensure the UZDP meets applicable

15

standards.” SMC 21B.95.030(4).

16

To justify these procedural U-turns and this improper substantive outcome, the

17

Decision appears at various points to try to create a narrative of intransigence, in which the

18

Department has patiently provided guidance about the UZDP and STCA has stubbornly

19

resisted it. This is simply incorrect. In point of fact, as noted above, STCA took seriously

20

the Department’s comments and directly responded to each of them as summarized in

21

STCA’s June re-submittal materials.

22

comments included, among other things: (1) reconfiguring its road network to minimize

23

deviation requests and to meet minimum and maximum block length requirements (with two

24

very minor deviations involving 5-10 feet); (2) providing additional details on the proposed

25

landscaping area and character of the Green Spine; (3) designating a location for the future
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City Square on STCA property north of 4th Street; (4) designating all streets as “pedestrian-

2

oriented,” with the exception of four small segments that STCA proposed to keep as “mixed-

3

use” but agreed to change to pedestrian-oriented if required by the Department after review

4

of STCA’s detailed rationale for the mixed-use designation; (5) locating townhouses along

5

pedestrian-oriented streets with 30-foot setbacks; (6) providing additional information about

6

the location of wetlands, as requested; and (7) providing additional information about

7

stormwater design and treatment, as requested.

8

Rather than acknowledging and building on the common ground that had been

9

achieved with these and other adjustments made by STCA in response to City comments, the

10

Decision includes analysis and conclusions inconsistent with prior statements or comments,

11

and then rather than continuing the iterative review process envisioned by the Code, the

12

Decision terminates any further dialogue on the proposal, denies the UZDP, withholds a

13

SEPA determination, and ceases review of the companion applications. STCA now files this

14

appeal.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

IV.

STANDING AND GROUNDS FOR APPEAL

STCA has standing under to file this appeal as the owner and applicant concerning
the Property to which the Decision applies. STCA also has standing as an aggrieved party
under the State Environmental Policy Act as STCA’s interests are within the zone of interests
protected or regulated and has concrete injury in fact resulting from the Department’s SEPA
actions and failures. This appeal is timely filed on or before December 4, 2020, pursuant to
SMC 20.10.080 and 20.15.130, per the appeal provisions stated in the Decision.
The Decision should be reversed due to (1) errors that apply to the Decision as a
whole, and (2) specific errors applicable to each of the grounds identified in the Decision as
the basis for the denial.
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1

General Errors

2

1.

The Department erred in issuing a UZDP Type 2 decision rather than a 2nd

3

round of review comments to allow the applicant to address the comments identified in the

4

Decision.

5

2.

The Department erred in issuing a UZDP Type 2 decision rather than a staff

6

report on a Type 3 decision, as it indicated it would do in its first and second Letters of

7

Completion and Noticed of Revised Application.

8

3.

The Department erred in issuing a denial rather than either a conditional

9

recommended approval (if processed as a Type 3 decision) or a conditional approval (if

10

processed as a Type 2 decision). Throughout its Decision, the Department failed to consider

11

approval conditions as an alternative to denial.

12

4.

The Department erred in issuing a denial based on requirements it did not

13

apply to other previously approved UZDP applications, or applied in a significantly different

14

manner.

15

5.

The Department erred in issuing the Decision without first completing SEPA

16

review and issuing a threshold determination as anticipated in its Notice of Application and

17

Notice of Revised Application, and in violation of SEPA and its implementing regulations,

18

including but not limited to RCW 43.21C.030, -.033, WAC 197-11-055, 197-11-310, and

19

Chapter 20.15 SMC.

20
21
22

6.

Subdivision (PSUB2019-00563) and Binding Site Plan (BSP2019-00564).
Specific Errors

23
24
25

The Department improperly ceased review of the proposed Preliminary

7.

The Department erred in issuing the UZDP as a Type 2 decision and

terminating review of the Preliminary Subdivision and Binding Site Plan applications based
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1

on the Analysis and Conclusion in Section III.A.1 (Administrative Procedures) of the

2

Decision (page 12). Without limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion were erroneous because

3

the Department should have continued to follow a Type 3 process for the UZDP, Binding

4

Site Plan, and Preliminary Subdivision applications, and issued a recommendation to the

5

Hearing Examiner for all three applications, as the Department had indicated it would do in

6

the Letters of Completeness and Notice of Revised Application.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

8.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.A.2 (General Application Requirements) of the Decision (pages 1213). Without limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion were erroneous because the Department
had already determined that the UZDP application was complete for processing and therefore
satisfied the application requirements of SMC 20.05.050, and because the appropriate time to
proceed with any relocation and/or vacation of the right-of-way would be after the UZDP and
Binding Site Plan approval, which will include the approval of the location and alignment of
proposed rights-of-way as presented during the application process and to be discussed
further during the Hearing Examiner hearing.
9.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.A.3 (Critical Aquifer Recharge Area) of the Decision (pages 1314). Without limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion were erroneous because:

(i) the

Applicant does not propose infiltration as it is deemed infeasible, (ii) stormwater facilities
have been designed in accordance with applicable stormwater standards, (iii) the project’s
stormwater design was separately deemed compliant, and (iv) the existence of the CARA in a
portion of the northeast portion of the project would not necessitate any changes to the
project, including its stormwater design.

25
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10.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

2

Conclusion in Section III.A.5 (Neighborhood Context) of the Decision (page 15). Without

3

limitation, the Analysis and Conclusions were erroneous because the proposed infrastructure

4

and circulation systems could serve other properties, including Blocks 8 and 9, in a manner

5

consistent with the City’s plans and applicable standards and the adopted Town Center

6

Infrastructure Plan.
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11.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.A.6 (Project Boundary) of the Decision (page 15-16). Without
limitation, the Analysis and Conclusions were erroneous because the City staff instructed the
Applicant to exclude these two development tracts from the UZDP, the UZDP project
boundaries are clearly defined, the density calculations were based solely on the property
within the UZDP project boundaries, any concerns about the inclusion of additional tracts in
the Binding Site Plan and Preliminary Subdivision could have been addressed in that review
process, and the UZDP boundaries are described with enough detail that the Department
could determine whether the UZDP planning principles were met and future applications
would be consistent.
12.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in in Section III.A.7 (Density and Dimensions) of the Decision (page 16).
Without limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion: (i) erroneously determined that there is
insufficient information about the proposal’s gross site area, and (ii) misconstrued the
Applicant’s presentation of an alternative Residential Density Calculation Worksheet
alongside the City’s calculation as some kind of refusal to cooperate. This alternative did not
alter the number of proposed residential units, only modified the number of proposed
affordable housing units by a single unit (76 rather than 77), and included other minor
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1

changes to how the units were accounted for in the City’s density worksheet in light of what

2

STCA stated may have been an inadvertent error in the City’s Density Calculator compared

3

to how the City had calculated density for other approved UZDP applications.
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13.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.A.8 (Bonus Residential Density) of the Decision (pages 16-17).
Without limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion incorrectly assumed or implied that the
applicant is seeking a TC-D residential allocation for the subject UZDP and misconstrued the
references in the application materials to a potential future TC-D allocation in future phases
outside the subject UZDP.
14.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.B.1 (Pedestrian Circulation) of the Decision (pages 17-18). Without
limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion erroneously determined that the information in the
application materials and the proposed timing for providing additional detailed information
to address ADA standards and Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
guidelines were inadequate.
15.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

18

Conclusion in Section III.B.2 (Vehicle Circulation) of the Decision (pages 18-19). Without

19

limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion is erroneous and incorrect because (i) the Code and

20

other applicable standards and plans do not require all streets in the A-1 zone to be

21

pedestrian-oriented as opposed to mixed-use, and the Applicant notified the Department in its

22

June 22, 2020 submittal that it was nevertheless willing to make all streets in the A-1 zone

23

pedestrian-oriented if required by the Department after review of additional information

24

presented in the application materials; (ii) STCA did provide a 20-foot alley width; and (iii)

25

the Decision improperly applied Section 9.3 of the 2016 Public Works Standards to the
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1

UZDP application after the Department previously informed the applicant that Section 9.3

2

did not apply to projects in the Sammamish Town Center.
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16.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.B.4 (Open Space) of the Decision (pages 20-22). Without
limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion improperly found noncompliance for not including a
“City Square” within the Green Spine even though the Town Center Infrastructure Plan
identifies a location north of SE 4th Street as an acceptable alternative, the Department
acknowledged this at a meeting prior to the June re-submittal, and STCA provided a location
for the City Square on STCA property in its revised application materials. The Department’s
Analysis also misconstrues and/or ignores provisions in the Town Center Plan regarding
public contributions for the City Square.
17.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.B.5 (Natural Systems and Environmental Quality--Land Use
Management LID) of the Decision (pages 24-25). Without limitation, the Analysis and
Conclusion unfairly and incorrectly applied SMC 21B.95.050(5) in light of other objectives
and goals in the Town Center Plan for the TC-A1 zone, failed to acknowledge aspects of the
proposed UZDP that support the goals of low impact development and/or will preserve the
natural environment, and failed to identify what “natural areas” or “natural systems” could be
reasonably incorporated or exploited in this particular site area, or how, given other required
and beneficial aspects of the proposal and other objectives and goals for the A-1 zone.
18.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

23

Conclusion in Section III.B.6 (Building Scale and Compatibility) of the Decision (pages 25-

24

26). Without limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion incorrectly found noncompliance with

25

due to the inclusion of townhouses in the TC A-1 zone even though the City’s development
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1

regulations and applicable plans specifically state that townhomes are a permitted use in the

2

TC-A1 zone, including along pedestrian-oriented streets with a 30-foot setback, and the

3

Department’s Pre-Application Review Comments on the UZDP specifically stated that

4

townhouses are allowed in the TC-A1 zone with a 30-foot setback from pedestrian-oriented

5

streets. The Analysis and Conclusion also failed to consider or recognize other limitations,

6

challenges, and factors that led to the proposed townhouses in the UZDP application.
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19.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.B.7 (Affordable Housing) of the Decision (pages 25-26). Without
limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion misconstrued the Applicant’s presentation of an
alternative Residential Density Calculation Worksheet alongside the City’s calculation, an
alternative that did not alter the number of proposed residential units proposed, only modified
the number of proposed affordable housing units by a single unit (76 rather than 77), and
included other minor changes to how the units were accounted for in the City’s density
worksheet in light of what STCA stated may have been an inadvertent error in the City’s
Density Calculator compared to how the City had calculated density for other approved
UZDP applications.
20.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.B.8 (Efficient Infrastructure Systems) of the Decision (pages 2829). Without limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion unfairly and incorrectly applied SMC
21B.95.050(8) in light of other objectives and goals in the Town Center Plan for the TC-A1
zone, failed to acknowledge aspects of the proposed UZDP and proposed infrastructure plan
that support the goals of efficient infrastructure, failed to acknowledge that the City’s utility
provider had generally accepted the Applicant’s proposed sewer and water infrastructure
proposal, and failed to allow further dialogue between City staff and the Applicant about
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1

what additional specific “systems” could feasibly be incorporated given the other objectives

2

and policies of the Town Center Plan.
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21.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.C (2016 Public Works Standards) of the Decision (page 29).
Without limitation, the Analysis and Conclusion improperly applied Section 9.3 of the 2016
Public Works Standards to the UZDP application after the Department previously informed
the applicant that Section 9.3 did not apply to projects in the Sammamish Town Center.
22.

The Department erred in denying the UZDP based on the Analysis and

Conclusion in Section III.D (Town Center Plan Goals and Policies) and Exhibit 2 of the
Decision (page 29). Exhibit 2 lists 69 goals and policies in the Town Center Plan. The
Department’s “Compliance Analysis” finds six of them inapplicable. Of the remaining 63, it
finds the proposed UZDP meets 26 of them but fails to meet 37. Without limitation, the
Department’s Compliance Analysis with respect to these 37 goals and policies is erroneous
because (i) the Compliance Analysis misconstrues the purpose and role of the Town Center
Plan’s Goals and Policies in the review of UZDP applications; (ii) the Compliance Analysis
incorporates or rests upon Analyses and Conclusions in the Decision that are erroneous for
reasons noted in the appeal issues above; (iii) the Compliance Analysis fails to adequately
explain the basis for the determination of noncompliance; (iv) the Decision and Compliance
Analysis fails to allow further dialogue between the Department and STCA about ways to
address goals and policies that are in most cases worded in extremely general and broad
terms; (v) the Compliance Analysis is erroneous in its specific analysis of each of the 37
goals and policies where it found noncompliance; and/or (vi) the Compliance Analysis is
erroneous in its failure to recognize the necessity to balance the 63 goals and policies, and

25
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1

thus for example, the achievement of certain goals and policies may limit the proponent’s

2

ability to achieve other goals and policies.

3

V.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

STCA respectfully requests that the Examiner: (1) reverse the Department’s Decision
and approve the UZDP with conditions, or alternatively, remand the matter to the
Department with instructions for further review of the UZDP application; (2) direct the
Department, following the completion of further review, to issue a recommendation on the
UZDP application in accordance with the Type 3 process established in the Department’s
Notice of Application and Notice of Revised Application; (3) direct the Department to
continue processing Binding Site Plan application (BSP2019-00564) and Preliminary
Subdivision application (PSUB2019-00563) in accordance with the Type 3 process
established in the Department’s Notice of Application and Notice of Revised Application;
and (4) direct the Department to issue a DNS as anticipated in the Department’s Notice of
Application.
DATED this 3rd day of December, 2020.
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